
Available exclusively in the U.S., the Dockzilla® Dock House is a modular 
loading dock that easily retrofits any facility and lets you avoid the time and 
cost of building expansion. Our self-supported design houses everything 
you need—a dock leveler, interior door and an exterior door under one roof. 
And by attaching to the outside of your building, you get all the benefits of
a pit-style leveler without sacrificing valuable interior space.

SAVES
hundreds of 
valuable
interior sq. ft.

SELF-STANDING
steel leveler in 2’, 4’ or 8’ 
options preserves interior
floor space.

BOLT-ON
half-day exterior 
bolt-on installation.

ENERGY 
EFFICIENT
saves $2,500+
per dock, per year.

MODULAR
removable structure detaches
to transition to new sites.

INTERIOR
DOOR
seals out debris, rodents
and  contamination.

Bolt-on loading dock 
saves thousands over
interior pit levelers.

Ready to tour the
modular Dock House?   
Visit Dockzilla.com/Dock-House

or get a free consultation

from our engineers at

1-800-637-3036

DOCKZILLA® 

DOCK HOUSE



MODULAR 
AND VERSATILE
When you’re ready to expand or move, 

your Dock House is easy to detach, 

relocate, and reattach.

SPACE-SAVING
DESIGN
By moving the dock leveler outside, you save

100 sq. ft. of interior floor space - valuable

taxable square footage that’s lost when you

install pit levelers. At $50/sq. ft., that’s a savings

of $5,000 or more off an expansion footprint.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
SEALED INTERIOR DOOR
Traditional dock levelers leak heat and cool air to the

outside. With an interior door that closes to the building

floor, you can save $2,500 or more per year on HVAC

cost per Dock House. Adding an exterior door creates

a temperature-controlled vestibule to eliminate therma

shock when loading perishables into refrigerated trailers.  

SELF-STANDING
DOCK LEVELER
The only dock leveler that bolts to your building’s exterior.

Add handrails to use on its own, or add doors and a canopy

to minimize energy loss, theft, and contamination. 


